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Abstract 
In this paper， the authors proposed a measuring method of the heat release rate of a flame 
being in a steady state to clear th巴mutualrelationship between the combustion process and 
the heat transfer process. The measuring method used here is the one in which the dis-
tribution of the heat release rate is obtained by substituting the measured profiles of temper-
ature， velocity， radiative absorption coefficient and concentration of chemical species of the 
flame and combusted gases into the energy equation. The exp巴rimentwas performed with 
the coaxial diffusion flame made of the air-propane gas jet changing the excess air ratio 
and the fuel flow rate to investigate the difference of the heat release rate. Experimental 
results show the typical characteristic of the diffusion flame， that is， that there are not only 
exothermic reacting zone but also endothermic one and that the higher exothermic reacting 
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火炎の熱発生率分布の測定
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， Stainless tube 
(fixed) 
2 Heat resisting 
glass tube 
3 Burner 
4 Co01;n9 water 
5 Measuring block 
(movable ;n vertical 
direction) 
6 8urner block 
(fixed) 
図4 バーナ一部























なお，実験条件は，空気過剰係数 A と燃料流量 Gj• をパラメータとして設定し，表 11と示
す。
表1 実験条件
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。 7.2 9.6 12.0 2.4 4.8 
r mm 
図8 火炎形状
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r mm 
図9 半径方向速度



















































量 Gfu=0.04kg/hのとき，空気過剰係数 Aを1I=2，3，4と変化させた場合の z=20mm1乙

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































一一一一一一- A = 2， Gfu=0.04 
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A = 2， Gfu=O.04 
A = 3， Gfu=O.04 ， =4. Gfu=O.04 
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